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My friends
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see my 
friends

~52% of NYC Facebook 
users hide their friends
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Can we precompute data structure for      so that we can 
solve problems in              efficiently?
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Ideally 

Preprocessing time: 

Preprocessing space: 

Post-processing time:

Õ (|VG|)

Õ (|EG|)

Õ (|EGu |)
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We can compute the components and assign to each 
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Nice property    [Jeh and Widom WWW03] 
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Which connection is stronger? 
It is important to consider the number of paths and their  
lengths
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              is the maximum fraction of edges that it is 
possible to delete and still have     and      connected with 
probability at least

v

w

A✓(v, w)
v w
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 How can we compute it?  [Panigrahy et al. WSDM12] 
 For each                                        for          delete the  
 edge in the graph with probability    . Store for each node 
 the component ids

v

w

p 2 [0, 1 + ✏, (1 + ✏)2, . . . ] log n
p

[C, A,…

[B, A,…

With     
samples 
we can 

estimate the 
connection 
probability

log n
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 Using sketches of size            per node we can estimate 
 social affinity. 
 When we add       we have to update the sketches, it is 
 enough to update the connected components! 
 We can do it in

v

w [C, A,…

[B, A,…

log

2 n

Gu

O(|EGu | log
2 n)
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 We have to handle overlaps.
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 How many nodes can I reach from    ?v

v

With some work it is possible also to estimate number of 
nodes reachable within a distance.
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Conclusions

   New model for practical problem 

   Few algorithms designed using sampling and  
     sketching techniques 

   Large speed-up in practice
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Future works

   New algorithms 

   Similar settings 

   Study limit of the model (lower bounds)
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